
 

 

Pfaff Pfeatured Pfoot #5 
Multi-Line Decorative Foot 

 

What’s It For? The Multi-line Decorative Foot is indispensable for keeping rows of decorative stitches  

evenly spaced and perfectly parallel to each other (if your machine has a selection of decorative stitches  

that you never use, now is the time to start!). The Multi-line Decorative Foot can also be used as a guide  

when sewing Maxi stitches 

 

What Makes It Special? The Multi-line Decorative Foot is  

made of clear acrylic for excellent visibility and is clearly  

marked (both vertically and horizontally) in ¼” intervals. Use  

the vertical markings to keep your stitches straight and the  

horizontal markings to accurately turn corners. Underneath, 

 the foot is grooved to accommodate a wide variety of  

decorative and satin stitches. IDT is not engaged while using  

this foot. 

 

How Do I Use It? Start by drawing a line with a temporary  

fabric marker (Frixion pen, chalk pencil, wash-away liner, etc) 

where you want your first line of stitching to be. Disengage  

your IDT and install the Multi-line Decorative foot. Put a piece  

of tear-away stabilizer under your fabric, align the  

drawn line with the centre mark of your foot, and start to sew,  
keeping the stitch centred on your drawn line. This is your  
base line of stitching. 
 
For the next line, decide 1/ if you want to sew to the left or  
right of the original stitches and 2/ your desired spacing  
between lines. Vertical lines are drawn ¼”, ½”, ¾” and 1” to  
both the left and right of the centre mark so you can place  
them as desired to use as a guide for stitching this and subsequent lines. 
 

 
 

This foot is also great when sewing maxi stitches, if your machine offers them. Because it is 2” wide, it  

offers excellent support as the fabric moves from side to side. As before, just draw a guide line and keep  

the vertical lines parallel to it as the maxi stitch progresses.  


